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!EXCLUSIVE!

Since the first game, Arkham City has garnered the highest possible rating of
"Great" from gamers and publications. Metacritic rates it the highest Game of
the Year for 2012. The game has won more than 20 Game of the Year awards,
beating the combined nominations of each Call of Duty franchise. The game

has also won multiple awards, such as Best Action Game, Best Co-op
Experience, and Best Multiplayer, as well as the God of War III. Award

nominations generally specify the best PlayStation 3 or Xbox 360 game in a
certain category, including design, artistic merit, and game play. However,

these awards are always being updated. The game's trophies include "Prey on
Mr. Freeze" and "Victim of the Crime". Batman Arkham City also has been
compared to other well-received titles such as Uncharted, L.A. Noire, and

Portal. The design of these major antagonists informed aspects of the city, such
as the placement of the city hall and Arkham Asylum and the use of monolithic

towers for the implementation of lockdown. The various vantage points
throughout the city also made logical fighting spots. Staying "defensive" and
closing off off-map areas was made difficult due to the connections between
multiple floors. So instead, the team tried to develop strategies that led to

Batman being exposed, such as using the rooftops or enabling access via utility
and stairwells. As a result, combat becomes more fluid and fast, as Batman is
able to turn into and out of combat situations, and the enemy's ability to track

Batman's movements are nullified. Rocksteady wanted Arkham City to focus on
its strengths, rather than being dominated by enemy spawn rate or combat

patterns, which were balanced in some capacity, but with the gameplay system
causing those game elements to come to the forefront. Adding in a method for

players to deal damage to enemies was thus an important part of the
experience. The team had to take certain items from previous series entries,
such as the utility belt and the pipe-launcher, as they had become staples in

the popular Arkham series. Other features include Batmobile driving and
parkour, allowing the player to both drive the vehicle and climb walls, in

addition to the new combat system, which helps to balance the gameplay by
facilitating both Batman and his enemies in a form of cat-and-mouse combat.
The developers also chose to make the inmates and Batman both adaptable in
the level design, often requiring the player to maintain a certain distance from

the violent villains.
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